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In this paper, we suggest a new method for ryptanalysis
of the basi stru tures of the blo k iphers having SP network stru ture. The on ept of the substitution di eren e is introdu ed and the
distribution hara teristi s of substitution distan es in an S -box is developed. This gives lues for ryptanalysis of the ipher. We then examine
if this method is appli able to ryptanalysis of Rijndael. We present the
method for ryptanalysis of the rst round of Rijndael in luding the
initial Round-Key addition part in order to illustrate our new method.
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Introdu tion

Cryptanalyti resear h has been used to promote the development of more seure iphers. Some powerful ryptanalyti tools in luding DC (Differential
Cryptanalysis) [3, 4℄ and LC (Linear Cryptanalysis) [7℄ an be said to have
played an important role in strengthening the design riteria for blo k iphers.
For this reason, we assert that these ryptanalyti methods have brought about
the design of new blo k iphers believed to be more se ure than DES (Data
En ryption Standard) [2℄. However, it does not be ne essarily follow that beause these newer iphers are designed to resist the existing ryptanalyti methods, they are permanently se ure. This is be ause ryptanalyti methods are
developing as well.
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a new method for ryptanalysis of
the basi stru tures of the blo k iphers having SP network stru ture. To do
this, some basi on epts are de ned to be used to establish the main ideas,
and the main on ept of the Substitution Distan e is established on the basis
of these basi on epts. And after that, the method of applying this on ept to
ryptanalysis is introdu ed. This method onsists of two parts, su h as nding

possible keys with a known plaintext and the determination of the keys a tually
used among those possible keys with some additional hosen (or known) plaintexts. Espe ially, this method is fo used on how to hoose plaintexts whi h are
the most likely to sele t the keys a tually used among possible keys.
We nd out that suitable input di eren es between the known plaintext used
for nding possible keys and additional hosen (or known) plaintexts used for the
determination of the keys a tually used an be obtained from the distribution
hara teristi s of the values of substitution distan es in the S -box of the ipher
algorithm. This means that if we know the substitution distan es in the S -box of
a given ipher algorithm, in ryptanalysis of the ipher algorithm we an hoose
the plaintexts having the suitable input di eren es with the plaintext used for
nding possible keys. It does not depend on the keys.
In the last part of this paper, we introdu e the method for ryptanalysis of
the rst round of the AES algorithm (Rijndael) in luding the initial Round-Key
addition part in order to brie y illustrate this ryptanalyti method. The new
method we establish is unlike previous ryptanalyti methods on
Rijndael [5, 6℄.
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Preliminaries

2.1 De nitions
De nition 1 (Sequen e Di eren e, Input Di eren e, Input-Output
Di eren e). The sequen e di eren e is de ned as the bitwise XOR of two bi-

nary sequen e X and X 0 . If X and X 0 are input sequen es of an algorithm, we
say X  X 0 is the input di eren e denoted by X . If X is an input sequen e
of an algorithm, and Y is the orresponding output sequen e, then we say that
X  Y is the input-output di eren e denoted by IOD(X; Y ).
De nition 2 (Substitution Di eren e). Let a sequen e X be an input sequen e of a substitution table (S -box) or fun tion and the sequen e S (X ) be
the orresponding output sequen e of the S -box. Then we say that the XOR
of X and S (X ) is the substitution di eren e between X and S (X ) denoted by
SD(X; S (X )). This means that

SD(X; S (X )) = X S (X ) = (x0 ; x1; x2 ; ; xn) (s0; s1; s2; ; sn 1):








Example 1. Suppose that substitution of ea h 3 bits is given by (0 0 0

!

1 1 0); (0 0 1 ! 0 1 0); (0 1 0 ! 1 1 1); (0 1 1 ! 0 0 0); (1 0 0 ! 1 0 1); (1 0 1 !
0 0 1); (1 1 0 ! 1 0 0); (1 1 1 ! 0 1 1). Then we say that the substitution
di eren e SD((1 1 0); (1 0 0)) between the input sequen e X = (1 1 0) and the
orresponding output sequen e S (X ) = (1 0 0) is
(1 1 0)  (1 0 0) = (0 1 0):

The substitution di eren es are

(1 1 0); (0 1 1); (1 0 1); (0 1 1); (0 0 1); (1 0 0); (0 1 0); and (1 0 0)

in turn.

(1)

De nition 3 (Substitution Distan e). Let

SD(X; S (X )) = X S (X ) = (d0 ; d1; d2 ; ; dn




1)

be a substitution di eren e between the input sequen e X and the orresponding
output sequen e S (X ). And let

SD(X 0; S (X 0)) = X 0 S (X 0) = (d00 ; d01; d02 ; ; d0n




1)

be another substitution di eren e between the input sequen e X 0 and the orresponding output sequen e S (X 0 ). Then the substitution distan e between SD
(X; S (X )) and SD(X 0 ; S (X 0 )) is de ned as

SD(X; S (X )) SD(X 0; S (X 0))


and denoted by

SDT [SD(X; S (X )); SD(X 0; S (X 0))℄:
This means that

SDT [SD(X; S (X )); SD(X 0; S (X 0))℄ = X S (X ) X 0 S (X 0)
= (d0 ; d1 ; d2 ; ; dn 1 ) (d00 ; d01 ; d02 ; ; d0n 1 ):












Example 2. Suppose that substitution di eren es are des ribed as (1). Then
we say that the substitution distan e DST [(1 1 0); (0 1 1)℄ between the rst
substitution di eren e (1 1 0) and the se ond substitution di eren e (0 1 1) is
(1 0 1): The substitution distan es between the rst substitution di eren e and
other substitution di eren es are
(1 0 1); (0 1 1); (1 0 1); (1 1 1); (0 1 0); (1 0 0); and (0 1 0)
in turn.

2.2 Notation
Notations are de ned as follows:

X = (x0 ; x1; x2 ; ; xn 1 ) : a binary sequen e.
X 0 = (x00 ; x01 ; x02; ; x0n 1) : another binary sequen e.
X = X X 0 : the input di eren e between X and X 0:
S (X ) = (s0; s1; s2 ; ; sn 1) : the output sequen e, of the S -box,
orresponding to X:
S (X 0) = (s00 ; s01; s02; ; s0n 1) : the output sequen e,0 of the S -box,
orresponding to X :
SD(X;0 S (X ))0 = X 0 S (X ) :0 the substitution di eren e between X and S (X ):
SD(X ; S (X )) = X S (X ) : the substitution di eren e between
X 0 and S (X 0):
0
SDT [SD(X; S (X )); SD(X ; S (X 0))℄ : the substitution distan e 0between
SD(X; S (X )) and SD(X ; S (X 0)):
Y = (y0; y1; y2; ; yn 1) : the output sequen e, of the algorithm,
orresponding to X:
Y 0 = (y00 ; y10 ; y20 ; ; yn0 1) : the output sequen e, of the algorithm,
orresponding to X 0 :
IOD(X; Y ) : the input-output di eren e between X and Y .


















2.3 Relationships Between the Basi Con epts
In order to des ribe the Substitution-Distan e Cryptanalysis learly, the relationships between the basi on epts des ribed above are shown in Figure 1 on
the basi stru ture of the SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher algorithm. This
stru ture will be used throughout this paper.
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Fig. 1.
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The fa tors in uen ing the input-output di eren e.
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Prin iples of Substitution-Distan e Cryptanalysis

3.1 Requirements for Substitution-Distan e Cryptanalysis

In this paper, we all the stru tures like Figure 1 the basi stru tures of the SP network-stru ture blo k ipher algorithms. The purpose of Substitution-Distan e
Cryptanalysis is to analyse the basi stru tures of SP -network-stru ture blo k
ipher algorithms. In other words, it is the purpose of Substitution-Distan e
Cryptanalysis to nd the keys used in the basi stru tures of SP -network blo k
ipher algorithms onsisting of the substitution, the permutation and the addition of round keys. In order to do this, a known pair of a plaintext and the
orresponding iphertext are used for nding possible keys, and some other hosen (or known) pairs of a plaintext and the orresponding iphertext are used
for the determination of the keys a tually used among those possible keys. The
number of pairs of a plaintext and the orresponding iphertext for the nding
of keys a tually used depends on the distribution hara teri s of the values of
the substitution distan es in the S -box of the given ipher. Of ourse, arefully
hosen pairs of a plaintext and the orresponding iphertext will be more helpful
than known pairs of a plaintext and the orresponding iphertext to lighten the
diÆ ulty of ryptanalysis.

3.2 Prin iple of Substitution-Distan e Cryptanalysis
The prin iple of Substitution-Distan e Cryptanalysis onsists of two parts, whi h
are the nding of all possible keys with a known plaintext, and the determination of the keys a tually used among those possible keys with some additional
known (or hosen) plaintexts. We des ribe how to hoose plaintexts having the
suitable input di eren es with the plaintext used to nd the possible keys. For
the purpose of this prin iple, we ignore the step of the permutation be ause it
has no e e t on this ryptanalyti method.

Finding the Possible Keys. For a given algorithm like Figure 1, if a pair of a
plaintext X and the orresponding iphertext Y is known, we an nd all possible
key pairs of K #0 and K #1 (0  i < n, n is the number of the substitution paths
i

i

in the S -box) to transform X into Y by the following method. Let the number
of the substitution paths in the S -box of the algorithm be n, an input be X , and
the orresponding output be Y . Then, if we suppose that the substitution path
(Ie ; S (Ie )) in the S -box is used for the en ryption, we an make the formulas

Ie = X Ke#0


(2)

and

Y = S (Ie ) Ke#1:
(3)
Also, be ause we know the values of X , Y , Ie , and S (Ie ), we an obtain Ke#0
and Ke#1 from (2) and (3). Now, if we onsider all possible substitution paths


from (I0 ; S (I0 )) to (In 1 ; S (In 1 )), we an obtain all possible key pairs of Ki#0
and Ki#1 (0  i < n) to transform X into Y . The number of all possible key
pairs of Ki#0 and Ki#1 will be equal to the number of substitution paths in the
S -box if the S -box uses a one-to-one orresponden e. For this reason, we an
des ribe the set of all possible key pairs

Kset = (Ki#0; Ki#1) Ii = X Ki#0; Y = S (Ii ) Ki#1 ;
where Sset = (Ii ; S (Ii )) 0 i < n . The ardinality of the Kset is equal to that
of Sset , that is
Kset = Sset :
f

j

f
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g

g

j

j

j

j

Determination of the Keys A tually Used. Now, we have to sele t the
key pair a tually used of Kr#0 and Kr#1 among the elements of Kset of the
possible key pairs. In order to do this we need more lues. One method may
be to use another known pair of a plaintext and the orresponding iphertext.
This is be ause if we know another pair of a plaintext X 0 and the orresponding
iphertext Y 0 , we an obtain not only another set of possible key pairs
0 = (K 0#0; K 0#1 ) Ii = X 0 K 0#0; Y 0 = S (Ii ) K 0#1
Kset
i
i
i
i
f

j





g

but also the interse tion

0
PKset = (Kj#0; Kj#1) (Kj#0; Kj#1) Kset Kset
0 . It is obvious that PKset
of sets Kset and Kset
Kset and PKset
f

j

2

j

\

j  j

g

j

j

0 .
Kset

j  j

j

This means that the number of possible key pairs an be redu ed by the onsideration of another known pair of a plaintext and the orresponding iphertext.
However, be ause the number of elements of PKset must be at least 2 by Theorem 1, that is jPKset j  2, we an not perfe tly determine the key pair a tually
used even now. This is be ause we an only sele t the key pair a tually used
when the ardinality of PKset is 1.

SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher
algorithm, let X and X 0 be en rypted with the key pair Kr#0 and Kr#1 , giving
outputs Y and Y 0 respe tively. Then there must be another key pair Kr0#0 and
Kr0#1 whi h gives the same output.
Theorem 1. For the basi stru ture of the

Proof. Let the set onsisting of all
that is,

n substitution paths in the S -box be Sset ,

Sset = (Ii ; S (Ii )) 0 i < n :
f

j



g

Then the set onsisting of all possible key pairs to transform
des ribed by

X into Y

Kset = (Ki#0; Ki#1) Ii = X Ki#0; Y = S (Ii ) Ki#1 ;
f

j





g

an be

and another set onsisting of all possible key pairs to transform X 0 into Y 0 an
be des ribed by

0 = (K 0#0; K 0#1 ) Ii = X 0 K 0#0; Y 0 = S (Ii ) K 0#1 :
Kset
i
i
i
i
Now, let the key pair (Kr#0 ; Kr#1 ) among the elements of Kset be the key pair
a tually used to transform X into Y and X 0 into Y 0 . Then the path (Ir ; S (Ir ))
and the path (Ir X; S (Ir X )) in the S -box have to be separately used
(X is an input di eren e between X and X 0 : X = X X 0 ). On the other
0 there is already the key pair
hand, it is obvious that among the elements of Kset
(Kr0#0 ; Kr0#1 ) to transform X 0 into Y 0 with the substitution path (Ir ; S (Ir )). This
key pair an also transform the input X into the output Y with the substitution
path (Ir X; S (Ir X )). After all, both of these two key pairs (Kr#0 ; Kr#1 )
and (Kr0#0 ; Kr0#1 ) an transform not only X into Y , but also X 0 into Y 0 .
f
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For this reason, it is ne essary to use at least two known plaintexts to determine the key pair a tually used among the possible key pairs to transform X into
Y . In fa t, in many ases, we may need many known plaintexts for the
sele tion
0 , Kset
00   
of the key pair a tually used be ause we have to obtain the sets of Kset
0
00
to make the ardinality of the interse tion PKset (Kset \ Kset \ Kset   ) = 1.
However, it is not easy even to olle t enough pairs of a plaintext and the
orresponding iphertext. Be ause of this, in order to minimize the e ort in
the determination of the key pair a tually used we need to arefully hoose the
plaintexts, so that the ardinality of PKset be omes 1 easily. Theorem 2 shows
0 j and jPKset j = jKset \ Kset
0 j.
the relation between X 0 , jKset j, jKset

SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher
algorithm, let X be a plaintext, Y be the orresponding iphertext,
Theorem 2. For the basi stru ture of the

Sset = (Ii ; S (Ii )) 0 i < n
be a set onsisting of all n substitution paths in the S -box, and
Kset = (Ki#0; Ki#1) Ii = X Ki#0; Y = S (Ii ) Ki#1
be the set onsisting of all possible key pairs to transform X into Y . And let
another plaintext be X 0 and the orresponding iphertext by ea h key pair in
0 is equal
Kset be Y00; Y10; Y20; ; Yn0 1 respe tively. Then PKset = Kset Ksetp
0
0
to the number of key pairs in Kset to transform X into Yp ,where
0 = (K 0#0; K 0#1) Ii = X 0 K 0#0; Y 0 = S (Ii ) K 0#1 ; and 0 i < n :
Ksetp
p
i
i
i
i
f
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Proof. Trivial by the de nition of interse tion.

0 j as small
As shown in Theorem 2, in order to make jPKset j = jKset \ Kset
as possible, we need to use plaintexts ea h of whi h an be transformed into
diverse iphertexts by key pairs in Kset when we sele t the key pair a tually
used among the possible key pairs. In other words, we need to use plaintexts

that may bring well distributed iphertexts by key pairs in Kset ( iphertexts
whi h are not on entrated on a ertain value). These plaintexts an bring the
0 ; Kset
00 ; Kset
000 ;    to make jPKset j as small as possible. The next step is to
Kset
nd how to obtain these plaintexts ea h of whi h an be transformed into well
distributed iphertexts by the key pairs in Kset . Even if these plaintexts an be
0 ,
obtained from the dire t omputation for all plaintexts with the key pairs in Kset
we need to establish a more e e tive method of nding these plaintexts. Theorem
6 shows whi h plaintexts an be transformed into well distributed iphertexts.
This idea is based on the relation between the input di eren es of the S -box and
the distribution hara teristi s of the substitution distan es in the S -box of a
given ipher algorithm. Theorems 3, 4, and 5 enable Theorem 6 to be established.

SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher
algorithm, let X be a plaintext, Y be the orresponding iphertext,
Theorem 3. For the basi stru ture of the

Sset = (Ii ; S (Ii )) 0 i < n
be the set onsisting of all n substitution paths in the S -box, and
Kset = (Ki#0; Ki#1) Ii = X Ki#0; Y = S (Ii ) Ki#1
be the set onsisting of all possible key pairs to transform X into Y . And let
another plaintext,having the input di eren e X with X , be X 0 and the orresponding iphertexts for ea h key pair in Kset be Y00 ; Y10 ; Y20 ; ; Yn0 1 respe tively.
f

f
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Then

Yp0 = X 0 SD(Ip X; S (Ip X )) (Kp#0; Kp#1):
Proof. Be ause Input-Output Di eren e IOD(X; Y ) = Substitution Di eren e
SD(I; S (I )) Key Value (K #0; K #1) in this algorithm, we an des ribe
Y = X SD(Ip ; S (Ip)) (Kp#0; Kp#1):
If there is another plaintext X 0 having the input di eren e X with X , then
X 0 = X X . Here, be ause X passes through the substitution path (Ip ; S (Ip))
and is transformed into Y by XOR with a key pair (Kp#0 ; Kp#1 ), X 0 (= X X )
has to pass through the substitution path (Ip X; S (Ip X )) and Yp0 is equal
to X 0 SD(Ip X; S (Ip X )) (Kp#0 ; Kp#1 ) by XOR with the same key
pair (Kp#0 ; Kp#1 ).






























Theorem 4. In Theorem 3,

Yp0 = X 0 SD(Ip ; S (Ip)) SDT [SD(Ip; S (Ip )); SD(Ip X; S (Ip X ))℄
(Kp#0 ; Kp#1 ):
Proof. As SDT [SD(Ip ; S (Ip )); SD(Ip X; S (Ip X ))℄ = SD(Ip ; S (Ip ))
SD(Ip X; S (Ip X )) by De nition 3, it is trivial.




















SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher
algorithm, let X be a plaintext, Y be the orresponding iphertext,
Theorem 5. For the basi stru ture of the

Sset = (Ii ; S (Ii )) 0 i < n
be the set onsisting of all n substitution paths in the S -box, and
Kset = (Ki#0; Ki#1) Ii = X Ki#0; Y = S (Ii ) Ki#1
be the set onsisting of all possible key pairs to transform X into Y . And let
another plaintext having the input di eren e X with X be X 0 and the orresponding iphertexts by ea h key pair in Kset be Y00 ; Y10 ; Y20 ; ; Yn0 1 respe tively.
f

f
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Then, if

SDT [SD(Ip; S (Ip )); SD(Ip X; S (Ip X ))℄
= SDT [SD(Iq ; S (Iq )); SD(Iq X; S (Iq X ))℄;
Yp0 = Yq0 :








Proof. By Theorem 4
Yp0 = X 0  SD(Ip ; S (Ip))  SDT [SD(Ip; S (Ip )); SD(Ip  X; S (Ip  X ))℄


(Kp#0 ; Kp#1 )

and

Yq0 = X 0 SD(Iq ; S (Iq )) SDT [SD(Iq ; S (Iq )); SD(Iq X; S (Iq X ))℄
(Kq#0 ; Kq#1 ):
Also, SD(Ip ; S (Ip )) (Kp#0 ; Kp#1 )= SD(Iq ; S (Iq )) (Kq#0 ; Kq#1 ) in the above
two formulas be ause both parts are the input-output di eren e between X and
Y . Therefore, if
SDT [SD(Ip; S (Ip ); SD(Ip X; S (Ip X ))℄
= SDT [SD(Iq ; S (Iq )); SD(Iq X; S (Iq X ))℄;
Yp0 = Yq0 :
Theorem 6. For the basi stru ture of the SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher
algorithm, let X be a plaintext, Y be the orresponding iphertext,
Sset = (Ii ; S (Ii )) 0 i < n
be the set onsisting of all n substitution paths in the S -box, and
Kset = (Ki#0; Ki#1) Ii = X Ki#0; Y = S (Ii ) Ki#1
be the set onsisting of all possible key pairs to transform X into Y . And let
another plaintext, having the input di eren e X with X , be X 0 and the orresponding iphertexts by ea h key pair in Kset be Y00 ; Y10 ; Y20 ; ; Yn0 1 respe tively.
Then, the distribution hara teristi s of the iphertexts Y00 ; Y10 ; Y20 ; ; Yn0 1 is
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equivalent to that of

SDT [SD(Ii; S (Ii )); SD(Ii X; S (Ii X ))℄s; where 0 i < n:






Proof. Trivial by Theorem 5.

As shown in Theorem 3, 4, 5 and 6, if we know X s ea h of whi h makes the
substitution distan es SDT [SD(Ii ; S (Ii )); SD(Ii  X; S (Ii  X )℄s in a S -box
as well distributed as possible, where 0  i < n, we also obtain the plaintexts
ea h of whi h an be transformed into well distributed iphertexts for all key
pairs in Kset . Be ause it does not depend on keys to hoose X s ,we an
obtain these o -line without any restri tion of time. Hen e, we an know whi h
plaintexts have to be additionally hosen in the determination of the key pair
really used, when we have a pair of a plaintext and the orresponding iphertext
used for nding the possible key pairs.
0 j
This means that we an hoose the plaintexts to make jPKset j = jKset \ Kset
smallest by the distribution hara teristi s of substitution distan es, and redu e
the number of additional plaintexts that we need for the sele tion of the key
pair a tually used. Figure 2 is a pseudo ode showing the above idea of sele ting
X s in the S -box substituting 8-bit inputs into 8-bit outputs.
∆X=0x01; ∆X≤
≤0xff; ∆X++) {
for(∆
for (t=0; t<256 ;t++ ) count[t]=0x00;
for (i=0; i<256 ;i++ ){
t=SDT [SD(Ii,S(Ii)), SD((Ii⊕∆X), S(Ii⊕∆X)];
count[t]= count[t]+1;
}
value[∆
∆X]=the greatest count[t];
}
arrange ∆Xs in increasing order of value[ ];
select the ∆X to make the number of value[∆
∆X]
smallest;
Fig. 2.

4

Finding the most suitable input di eren es X s.

Applying to

Rijndael in Standard Case

4.1 Outline of Rijndael in Standard Case

As gure 3 shows, Rijndael has SP network stru ture and pro esses data blo ks
of 128bits in the standard ase [1, 5℄ . The bytewise substitution by the ByteSub
transformation , the y li shift of the four bytes in ea h row by the ShiftRow
transformation, and the mix of the four bytes in ea h olumn by the MixColumn
transformation are performed every round. After these operations, a 128-bit
round key extended from an user key is XORed in the last part of every round.
The MixColumn transformation is omitted in the last round, but before the rst
round a 128-bit round key is XORed.


p00
p10
p20
p30

one block (128bits)
p01
p02
p11
p12
p21
p22
p31
p32

p03
p13
p23
p33

p00

p10

p20

Plaintext
p33

· · ·
·

one byte

⊕

Round Key # 0

Round #1

a00
a10
a20
a30

a01
a11
a21
a31

a02
a12
a22
a32

a03
a13
a23
a33

b00
b10
b20
b30

b01
b11
b21
b31

b02
b12
b22
b32

b03
b13
b23
b33

The round transformation

• The ByteSub transformation

• The ShiftRow transformation

• The Mixcolumn transformation

⊕
d00
d10
d20
d30

•

d01
d11
d21
d31

•

•

Round Key # 1
d02
d12
d22
d32

•

•

•

d03
d13
d23
d33

•

•

Round #2 - Round #10
* In the final round,
the Mixcolumn transformation is omitted

c00
c10
c20
c30

c01
c11
c21
c31

Fig. 3.

c02
c12
c22
c32

c03
c13
c23
c33

Ciphertext

c00

c10

c20

· · ·
·

c33

The stru ture of Rijndael in standard ase.

4.2 Stru ture of the First Round of Rijndael

Figure 4 is showing the rst round of Rijndael in luding the initial Round-Key
addition part. Be ause the ShiftRow transformation in Rijndael has no e e t
on the ryptanalyti method suggested on this paper, that operation is omitted
in Figure 4.

4.3 Finding Round Key#0 and Round Key#1
Preparations. To nd Round Key#0 and Round Key#1 start with nding

the substitution di eren es in the S -box. In the ase of Rijndael, the S -box
has a non-linear byte substitution. The S -box onsists of 256 substitution paths,
and this S -box substitutes the value of ea h input byte into new value (eg :
0x46 ! 0x5a) every round through the ByteSub transformation. However, after
the substitution, be ause all four bytes in ea h olumn are mixed a e ting ea h

Cipher : 16bytes(128bits)

Plaintext : 16bytes(128bits)
p00

p01

p02

p03

c00

c01

c02

c03

p10

p11

p12

p13

c10

c11

c12

c13

p20

p21

p22

p23

c20

c21

c22

c23

p30

p31

p32

p33

c30

c31

c32

c33

Round Key # 1

Round Key # 0
k00

k01

k02

k03

k10

k11

k12

k13

k20

k21

k22

k23

k30

k31

k32

k33

⊕

⊕

k’01

k’02

k’03

k’10

k’11

k’12

k’13

k’20

k’21

k’22

k’23

k’30

k’31

k’32

k’33

a00

a01

a02

a03

d00

d01

d02

d03

a10

a11

a12

a13

d10

d11

d12

d13

a20

a21

a22

a23

d20

d21

d22

d23

a30

a31

a32

a33

d30

d31

d32

d33

ByteSub transformation

Fig. 4.

k’00

MixColumn transformation

b00

b01

b02

b03

b00

b01

b02

b03

b10

b11

b12

b13

b10

b11

b12

b13

b20

b21

b22

b23

b20

b21

b22

b23

b30

b31

b32

b33

b30

b31

b32

b33

=

The rst round of Rijndael in luding the initial Round-Key addition.

other by the matrix formula in Figure 5 through the MixColumn transformation,
all four bytes in ea h olumn need to be onsidered together in nding the
substitution hara teristi s of the S -box.
d0c

02 03 01 01

b0c

01 02 03 01

b1c

d2c

01 01 02 03

b2c

d3c

03 01 01 02

b3c

d1c
=

Fig. 5.

The MixColumn transformation of Rijndael.

In other words, we need to modify the round transformation properly to
obtain the four byte substitution di eren es and the substitution distan es between these substitution di eren es. Be ause we know both the subtitution
di eren es in the S -box used in the ByteSub transformation and the matrix

formula used in the MixColumn transformation, we an obtain the outputs of
these operations for all sorts of four byte inputs from (0x00; 0x00; 0x00; 0x00)
to (0xff; 0xff; 0xff; 0xff ). Now, the new S -box having all (256)4 substitution
paths an be obtained. This new S -box an repla e the above two operations
be ause the substitution e e t of this new S -box and the substitution e e t of
the above two operation is the same for all four byte inputs. As shown above,
it will be helpful in the appli ation of Substitution-Distan e Cryptanalysis to
hange ompli ated round transformations in a given algorithm into a simple
S -box. The next step is to nd the X s to obtain the well distributed values
of the substitution distan es in the newly generated S -box. This is be ause if
we know these X s, by Theorem 6 we an hoose the plaintexts to be used for
the determination of the key pair a tually used when we obtain the possible key
pairs with a known plaintext.
Figure 6 is a pseudo ode to des ribe this step brie y.
for(∆
∆X=0x00000001; ∆X≤
≤0xffffffff; ∆X++){
for (t=0; t<2564 ;t++ ) count[t]=0x00000000;
for (i=0; i<2564 ;i++ ){
t=SDT [SD(Ii,S(Ii)), SD((Ii⊕∆X), S(Ii⊕∆X)];
count[t]= count[t]+1;
}
value[∆
∆X]=the greatest count[t];
}
arrange ∆Xs in increasing order of value[ ];
select the ∆X to make the number of value[∆
∆X]
smallest;
Fig. 6.

Finding the most suitable input di eren es X s in Rijndael.

Finding Possible Key Pairs of

Round Key#0 and Round Key#1. In

order to simplify the dis ussion, the method to nd the rst olumn (4 bytes) in
rst olumn (4 bytes) in Round Key #1 is des ribed rst.
0 ; k10
0 ; k20
0 ; k30
0 ) is
In other words, the method of nding (k00 ; k10 ; k20 ; k30 ) and (k00
explained. Let a pair omprising X = (p00 ; p10 ; p20 ; p30 ) and the orresponding
iphertext Y = ( 00 ; 10 ; 20 ; 30 ) be known as in Figure 4. Then, by the method
referred in 3.2.1 we an obtain all (256)4 possible key pairs of (k00 ; k10 ; k20 ; k30 )
0 ; k10
0 ; k20
0 ; k30
0 ) by insidering all (256)4 possible substitution paths from
and (k00
Ii to S (Ii ) (Ii is 0x00000000 to 0xffffffff ). The result is the set

Round Key#0 and the

Kset = (Ki#0; Ki#1) Ii = X Ki#0; Y = S (Ii ) Ki#1and 0 i < 2564 :
f

j







g

Determining the Key Pairs A tually Used of Round Key#0 and Round
Key#1. As mentioned above, we an nd the#0set Kset onsisting of all possible key pairs of the rst olumn in Round Key and the rst olumn in Round
Key#1. Now, we have to determine the key pair a tually used among those 2564

key pairs. In order to do this, we need to use some more known (or hosen)
plaintexts. This is be ause if we know these plaintexts we an sele t the key
0 ; Kset
00    (these sets an be
pair a tually used from the interse tion of Kset ; Kset
made by the step of nding all possible keys). If we an obtain known plaintexts
having the input di eren es X s whi h yield the well distributed values of

SDT [SD(Ii; S (Ii )); SD(Ii X; S (Ii X ))℄s; where 0 i < 2564;






we an determine the key pair a tually used with fewer plaintexts by Theorems 2
0 \ Kset
00    j=1,
and 6. In this ase, if we have plaintexts, whi h ensure jKset \ Kset
we may determine the key pair a tually used. On the other hand, if we do not
have known plaintexts satis ng the above ondition, we need to obtain hosen
plaintexts, whi h have the input di eren es X s with the known plaintext used
for nding possible key pairs. These plaintexts are just the plaintexts to yield
the well distributed values of

SDT [SD(Ii; S (Ii )); SD(Ii X; S (Ii X ))℄s; where 0 i < 2564:
If we know the most suitable X s from the step of the Preparation, we an
hoose the plaintexts. And then, we an nally nd the key pair a tually used
0
00
0
00
by the interse tion of Kset Kset
Kset
when Kset Kset
Kset
= 1.
Remember that the plaintexts having the suitable input di eren es X s with the
plaintext X used for nding possible key pairs have to be hosen. Otherwise, we


\



\





j

\

\

j

may need many more hosen plaintexts than minium. At the moment, be ause we
have not tried to look over the substitution distan es and to inspe t the suitable
input di eren es X s, we an not know exa tly the number of plaintexts we
need for the sele tion of the key pair a tually used. However, if we nd out these
hara teristi s, we may know the number of plaintexts a tually needed

Applying to All Columns. As shown in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, we an sele t the key
pairs a tually used in the rst olumns in Round Key #0 and Round Key #1 .
By the appli ation of the same method to the se ond olumn, the third olumn
and the last olumn, we an nd the all olumns in Round Key #0 and Round
Key#1 (256 bytes). This means that we an nd the Round Key#0 and Round
Key#1 by onsidering 4  2564 possible key pairs of 4 bytes.
5

Con lusions

We have shown that the Substitution Distan es between the substitution paths
in the S -box an be used as the lues for ryptanalysis of the blo k iphers
having SP network stru ture. Spe i ally, we show how to nd all possible keys
with a known plaintext on the basi stru ture of the SP network blo k ipher

algorithms. We explain how to sele t the key a tually used from these possible
keys by the use of the distribution hara teristi s of the values of the substitution
distan es in the S -box of the algorithm. In other words, we show whi h input
di eren es X s are the most suitable in the sele tion of the plaintexts to be used
for the determination of the keys a tually used. Along with this, we introdu e
the possibility of applying these prin iples to ryptananalysis of the rst round
of Rijndael in order to brie y illustrate this ryptanalyti method. As a result
of our e orts, we nd out that Substitution-Distan e Cryptanalysis an be apply
for ryptanalysis of the basi stru ture of SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher
algorithms. Remember that if we know the most suitable input di eren es (X s
: they do not depend on keys), we may nd the keys used for the en ryption
on the basi round of the SP -network-stru ture blo k ipher algorithms. For
this reason, it is useful for the further study to nd suitable X s for the SP network-stru ture blo k ipher algorithms in luding Rijndael.
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